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Sociocultural values in elementary classrooms:
A Japanese public elementary school
and a Canadian Montessori school
Danielle L. Kurihara
“In general, Westerners feel that principles set the child’s mind free, and want
to release it for independent exploration as soon as possible. Japanese teachers, on
the other hand, see pupil dependence as an important part of how one teaches, not
in itself in any way infantilizing. And yet, … discovery learning is also very
significant in Japanese pedagogy.”（White１９８７）
Introduction
My stance in writing this article is two-fold: I am a Westerner observing an
educational system other than my own, namely an Asian one, and I am also an
active participant in this educational system as a lecturer in a Japanese university and
as the mother of a half-Japanese child attending a Japanese elementary school. My
primary motivation in writing this article is to get insights into my child’s experience
and my own culturally-held ideas about schooling. To achieve these goals I will
compare sociocultural values I see in action in his Japanese elementary school to
those of a different system, namely a Canadian Montessori school.
The image of a Japanese school that comes to mind is of pupils sitting in rows,
wearing uniforms and repeating after the teacher. In a Montessori school, pupils
would be sitting at tables, on the floor, some alone, some in groups, some with the
teacher, actively engaged in exploring and discovering. Are there any similarities
in the children’s school experience? Even though the Japanese and the Montessori
schools may view and apply sociocultural values differently with different results, do
they reflect some of the same values?
I will first start with a description of the schools. Then I will investigate the
structure of their educational models and the textbooks they use. Next, I will look
at whether there are explicit statements of sociocultural goals and also look into
sociocultural values in both classrooms. Finally, I will examine how these goals
are assessed.
Description of schools
Hiura Elementary School
Hiura elementary school is a small country school of５６students（grades one to
six）located deep in the mountains of Ehime, a prefecture on the island of Shikoku,
an area of Japan with a reputation for being conservative. As the villages and small
towns of Japan have become quite depopulated（at the time my son was accepted in
２００５, only one child from the village of Hiura was enrolled in first grade）and to
try to keep the school open, the school campaigned in the neighboring city of
Matsuyama（population４４０，０００）to attract more children. My son is now a third
grader and there are１４ children in his class. Hiura is a typical school but for its
small student population（in an ordinary school there are between２５ to４０ pupils
per class）which allows children to participate readily in a myriad of school and
extra-curricular activities and to interact easily with the teacher. The school also
encourages contact with the local community of farmers and elders, as well as
numerous experiences in nature such as planting and harvesting rice for the school
lunches, patrolling in summer to check the firefly population and habits, planting
trees, growing vegetables and flowers and observing insect life. The elementary
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school is also attached to the local junior high school and children from both join in
the activities.
The Ottawa Montessori School
The Ottawa Montessori School is a bilingual school of３１５ students ranging
from toddlers to Junior High. It is situated in the heart of Canada’s capital.
Ottawa is a fairly transient city populated by federal government civil servants,
diplomats, students（attending one of the４ universities in the area）and high tech
employees.
The school was founded over４０ years ago and has been bilingual for３５ of
those years（English-speaking students learn French as a second language; French-
speaking students learn English as a second language）. As in all Montessori
schools, the children are grouped together in three-year age groups: toddlers（１８
months to３ years）; Casa（pre-school: ages３ to６ years old）; Lower Elementary
（grades１,２ and３: ages６ to９years old）; Upper Elementary（grades４,５ and６:
ages９ to１２years old）; Junior High（grades７ and８: ages１２ to１４ years old）.
The number of classes is as follows:
１ Toddler class（bilingual）
４ English Casa classes
２ French Casa classes
４ English Lower Elementary
１ French Lower Elementary
２ English Upper Elementary
１ French Elementary
１ Junior High（bilingual）
The school also offers before and after-school programs which vary in nature
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and appeal to the different age groups.
Structure of the educational model
The Montessori teacher has been teaching in the Francophone program for over
２４years −１４years with the６to９year old students,１０years with the９ to１２year
olds. First, she explained the structure of the Montessori educational model. She
said that the name “Montessori” is not patented but that the Association Montessori
Internationale based in Holland sets pedagogical criteria, teacher training criteria and
that there is also accreditation criteria for the material and the environment.
The Japanese teacher has been teaching grades １ to ３ for １９ years. The
Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology（MEXT）
website explains that MEXT oversees all Japanese schools and not only sets criteria
for academic ability but also promotes moral education. The Japanese government
centralizes education and its state bureaucracy regulates almost every aspect of the
educational process. For example, schools around the country are required to use
only government-approved textbooks, teachers must be Japanese nationals and they
are screened to ensure that Japanese children are all getting a proper education. It
is one of the most powerful and influential ministries in the government.
Textbooks
As for textbooks in Montessori schools, there are none. Although the teacher
draws on books from the public school system to make sure she covers the material
her age group should acquire, the process of teaching and learning is according to
the Montessori motto. Therefore, learning starts with the child and the Montessori
curriculum, not with the textbook. As stated previously, Japanese schools are
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required to use government-approved textbooks.
Statement of sociocultural goals
Is there an explicit statement of sociocultural goals in each school? In the
Montessori educational framework, the motto is: “Help me to help myself”. As the
Montessori teacher explained, because children become autonomous according to
their developmental stage, instead of following a prescribed lesson plan, a
Montessori teacher follows the child. She therefore tailors the curriculum to the
child and not the other way around. Maria Montessori believed that children pass
through three stages of development: from birth to６ years old,６ to１２ years old
and１２ to１８ years old. The period of６ to１２ years old − which corresponds to
elementary school − is called childhood. The goal of helping children help
themselves is supported by the Association Montessori Internationale and is based on
Maria Montessori’s philosophy and work.
According to Rohlen and LeTendre（Teaching and Learning in Japan １９９８,
page７）, “elementary school children develop best if they follow their own curiosity
and find their own concentration levels, that is, up to１０ years old. Spontaneous
expression is thus tolerated and teachers assume the role of facilitators through
considerable interaction with the students. Pressure of examination competition
begins in late elementary school when the１１and１２year old children are in grades
５and６.”
In the Japanese context, since April ２００２, elementary schools have been
nationally using the Course of Study. As explained on the MEXT website, the
Course of Study aims not only to acquire the rudiments and basics but also to
cultivate “zest for living”. At the time of writing this article in early ２００８, an
interim report on the current teaching guidelines was about to be released. It will
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list five failures related to the current teaching guidelines, the first being the failure
of telling teachers and parents what “zest for living” means, and why it is required
（Daily Yomiuri）. It is important to note that MEXT also issues national guidelines
on moral education: one of the goals of the new Course of Study is to “upgrade
ethical education to strongly equip children with the judgement of good and evil and
norm consciousness”. Moreover, MEXT, in wanting to develop “children’s rich
hearty mind” says it is important to deploy moral education that appeals to the
child’s mind through rich experimental activities at school. Therefore, in that
regard, MEXT is conducting the following measures:
１. the distribution of a booklet called “Kokoro no Note”（notes from the heart）
that spells out the morals to be acquired by children and give them a chance to
think and deepen their understanding of morals and values by themselves.
The Montessori teacher reacted to this booklet in this way: “Isn’t this
contradictory? How can children “think and deepen their understanding of
morals and values by themselves” if a booklet spells out the morals to be
acquired?”.
２. contact with the community with rich life experience or experts in various fields
such as a “Kokoro no Sensei”（a teacher or expert who teaches from the heart）
who talks to children during the class.
As examples from my son’s school experience, a trio of Japanese musicians
played traditional musical instruments for the children and explained their origin.
A Japanese photographer gave a powerpoint presentation on his Alaska Wildlife
and Aurora Borealis project. Elders from the Hiura community helped the
children make traditional new year’s decorations from rice straw. The children
also interviewed worker-experts in the community such as farmers, supermarket
employees, waterworks staff and gas station owners. They also observed and
drew pictures of the different stages of the building of a tunnel in the community.
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Contact with the community and experts in various fields is also an integral part
of Montessori. Guests are invited, field trips are taken with the entire class.
Another important part of the curriculum is called “going out”, where the children
who have done a specific project will go to a museum, factory or gallery, for
example, or interview an expert to obtain more information for their research.
They are usually accompanied by an adult（class parent）who acts as a “ghost”
which is to say their role is to let the children take the lead and initiative. The
adult simply follows for safety reasons. At the Japanese school, the children also
take the lead with teachers present for safety reasons.
３. the implementation of a project to promote rich experiential activities at school
and to spread the effects of such activities. For example, my son’s school is
participating in a prefectural tree planting project.
Sociocultural values
The Good Japanese Child vs. The Normalized Montessori Child
One of the sociocultural values in the Japanese classroom is the notion of The
Good Child. White, in her book “The Japanese Educational Challenge”（１９８７）
says that a Good Child in Japan learns and performs at high levels. （The
Montessori teacher wondered what “perform at high levels” meant. She also
wondered about what happens to children with learning disabilities such as dyslexia,
ADHD and ADD）. However, as White explains, more important than academic
success and test scores are the moral and behavioral attributes of the child. These
attributes do not stress competition and drive but the human relationships that give
meaning to the child’s life. These values are shared by parents, teachers and
schools and they are even spelled out in the national curriculum. Interdependence
thus plays a great role in what a Good Child is, and a child’s skills help him to
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cement his place in society. His social identity is therefore primordial. A child is
more valued for its ability to maintain harmony in human relationships and
membership in a group than for its academic performance. Academic performance
is a result of the child’s capacity to be a good（social）person（White）. Here are
some terms that describe a Good Child（White）:
mild, gentle − otonashii
compliant, obedient, cooperative − sunao
bright-eyed − akarui
active, spirited, energetic − genki
brisk, prompt, clear − hakihaki
obedient, smart − oriko
As a reaction to shared values among Japanese about the concept of the Good
Child, the Montessori teacher − also called a directress − said that one of her biggest
challenges is when a parent or parents who have been sending their child to her
Montessori school for many years, who have attended many educational evenings on
Montessori education, who have observed in the classroom, who may even have
read books or watched videos on Montessori do not share nor understand the
educational values behind Montessori. Thus the Montessori teacher wondered how
Japan as a country gets parents, teachers and schools to share values that are then
spelled out − or is it dictated? − in a national curriculum.
For its part, the Montessori philosophy puts forth the notion of The Normalized
Child. Britton, in “A Parents’ Guide to Montessori Play and Learn”（page２５）,
says that a good interaction for a normalized child is harmony and unity manifested
as:
１. Love of order
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２. Love of work
３. Attachment to reality
４. Love of silence and working alone（the Montessori teacher specified that the
working alone only applies to the first plane of development −０ to６ years old.
Children in the second plane of development −６ to１２years old− are very social
and more often than not will receive lessons and work in teams or small groups.）.
５. Not possessive
６. Obedient（as the Montessori teacher understands it in her experience, obedience
in Montessori is often explained in somewhat these terms: it is not a submissive
obedience where the child’s will is crushed; rather, it refers to the joyful
obedience of wanting to please, cooperate and contribute.）.
７. Concentrates
８. Exhibits independence and initiative
９. Self-disciplined
１０. Has joy
Other sociocultural values
The following terms used to describe elementary school life and school children
in Japan reflect Japanese sociocultural values（see Lewis, Rohlen, Sato）. Through
interviews, I asked both the Japanese teacher and the Canadian Montessori teacher
to comment and give examples of how these values are reflected in their classrooms.
１. bond between teacher and students − kizuna
What is your idea of Kizuna? Could you give an example of how you develop it?
What are the consequences of Kizuna?
The “kizuna” or bond between the teacher and students is, in Japan, a central
principle of good education. The Japanese teacher said that she eats lunch and
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plays with the children so that she has a chance of speaking informally with them to
know their lives outside school. The Montessori teacher said that according to
Maria Montessori, “you do not have to like all of the children, you just have to love
them all.” It means that if you find a certain child’s personality, looks, attitudes,
behaviors or manners abrasive to you, you have to look beyond these aspects, at the
essence of the child in the making. It means helping the core of this child to
develop to the fullest of its abilities. This is done through rigorous observation of
the child, guidance and encouragement. It means knowing when a child is ready
for a certain presentation and when he is not. It means setting the child up for
success and helping him to normalize through engagement, concentration and work.
One crucial part of the equation is that a child is in the same class for three years.
This is an added incentive for the directress（teacher）to get to know the child fully.
It also enables the bond between teacher and student to build gradually and to
deepen over time.
２. cohesiveness − matomari
cooperation/community building − kokoro（heart）
group context/group living − shuudan seikatsu
creating classhood − gakkyuuzukuri
Could you give examples of how you achieve this?
In Japan, “matomari” is not only the cohesiveness of the classroom but of the
entire school. The “big matomari event” of any Japanese school is the fall sports
day which unites everyone in competition. In creating classhood the teacher invests
in children being connected to a larger entity, namely the class. The intense
socialization to group process is demonstrated through “shuudan seikatsu” or group
living. Older students also become mentors to younger ones by explaining the
school rules and helping them with the school festival activities. Junior high school
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students read stories to the elementary school students.
As for Montessori, there are three age groups in one class, for example６ to９
year olds or ９ to １２ year olds. As a result, each child is called upon to be
mentored and to mentor. The opportunities to mentor are created and are inherent
in the system. The children are called upon to be of service to the larger school
community by being a patroller（escorting younger children to their classes in the
morning）or by volunteering with the toddler and pre-school classes to help younger
kids get dressed, or read to them. Older students help organize special activities
and are also called upon to be of service to the greater community outside of the
school. For example, they fundraise yearly for Unicef, the Snowsuit Fund, the
Food Bank as well as an international charity. They also visit retirement homes to
serve meals and give a helping hand to the seniors.
３. set form − katachi
learning starts with form − kata de hajimeru
enter through form − katachi de hairu
memorizing with one’s body − karada de oboeru
mastery of basics − kihon moto
Please explain through examples how you teach this. Is it important for you?
In Japan, one of the basic foundations of learning is “katachi”, to master basic
forms and routines. From my observations of my son’s class, I have noticed that
mastery of forms is reflected in basic routines and foundations: he learned how to
do the cooperative daily chores of cleaning the school, how to greet and take leave,
how to serve lunch to his peers and tidy up after eating, how to sit, stand up, bow
and hold his pencil, how to make presentations.
The Montessori teacher found that the Japanese value of “mastery of form” also
exists in her classroom, for example, ordering the classroom so that everything is in
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its place. Grace and courtesy are also integral parts of each level at every age, as
well as respect of self and others and care of the environment. For example,
children cannot call themselves or others disrespectful names. An example of
courtesy and grace is shaking the teacher’s hand each morning on arrival and again
before leaving, and greeting the teacher with eye contact. Children also serve
coffee and tea to the teachers, the principal and guests. Thank you and Please are
important. During outings, children discuss and learn how to behave in the city
bus, at the museum or in the municipal library. These social behaviors are inherent
to the Montessori system.
４. efforts as exhibited in self-discipline − doryooku
effort, persistence − gambaru
suffering − kuro（it’s better to have the child endure difficulties − kuro saseta hoo
ga ii）
endurance − gaman
perfection − kaizen
How do you teach this? Could you give an example?
Could you comment about “kuro saseta hoo ga ii”.
The Montessori teacher said she does not believe “suffering” is a North
American value, unless it is meant as perseverance. In the Montessori environment
perseverance is promoted in two manners. First, it can be child driven. For
example, the child is trying to build the pink tower（a tower of cubes that is built
from a１０cm cube base where the cubes get increasingly smaller all the way up to a
１ cm cube）. The control of error is built in the material, that is to say, the child
will know all by himself if he has made a mistake since the tower will not “look”
the way it looked like on the shelf. Typically, the younger child, for whom this
can be quite difficult at first, will persevere and persevere, arranging and
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rearranging the cubes until they finally succeed. The other way perseverance can be
promoted is adult driven. The adult intervenes only if absolutely necessary and
depending on the context, she would either encourage the child to try again, to
watch the presentation again or to obtain help from another child.
The Japanese teacher emphasized that to persevere helps the whole group
to learn. Making efforts helps the group. For example, school cleaning and
homework are performed for the success of the group. Self-discipline is part of
perseverance and it is required for group harmony.
５. small groups of children − han
How do you decide group members? Do you often change the students around?
If so, when and why?
Typically, in a Montessori environment, children don’t have designated tables
or desks. They may work at a table or on a mat on the floor, depending on the
piece of work. Therefore, the children are always choosing their own place
according to the work itself, how many of them will work together and what space
is actually available. If they need a certain place or a certain table and it is already
in use, they must either wait for it to be available or negotiate with the children in
question.
The Japanese teacher said that she grouped children of different abilities so that
they help each other and help the group attain the learning goal. Children also form
their own groups according to their preferences.
Assessment of sociocultural goals
The report card, a form of assessment, reflects the school’s sociocultural goals.
The third grade Japanese report card has the following categories and criteria. On
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the left side of the report card, the teacher assesses the child’s learning in the subject
matters. She leaves a blank if the child is not performing adequately, writes in one
circle if the child’s performance is good and a double circle if it’s excellent.
Here are the subject matters and their criteria.
Japanese language
１. participates in discussions actively, writes appropriately and reads outside class.
２. in discussion with others, follows the conversation and responds appropriately.
３. writes at a level appropriate to the reader and the goals of the writing; writes
sentences that transmit meaning; understands the relationship between
paragraphs.
４. reads according to the reading goal; understands the main point and the
relationship between paragraphs.
５. reads with appropriate intonation and speed; understands the relationship
between sentences; writes characters the appropriate size and in the appropriate
order.
Social studies
１. shows interest in the social matters presented in class; researches with eagerness.
２. understands the social aspects of the local community presented in class.
３. expresses ideas on what is taught about the local community through
observation, research and using resources.
４. understands what is taught about industry, consumer lifestyle, health, security,
geography and the environment; understands what is taught about past
inventions.
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Math
１. applies actively and concretely the skills and knowledge taught in class.
２. understands basic math problems and solves them with basic math skills.
３. calculates, measures, reads graphs and charts.
４. calculates quantities; understands geographic forms.
Science
１. shows interest in natural phenomena and applies learning.
２. understands problems by comparing differences and similarities in natural
phenomena.
３. conducts experiments with simple materials to understand process and results.
４. understands the characteristics of natural laws.
Music
１. actively participates in musical activities.
２. understands the elements and characteristics of songs and plays them.
３. sings with good breathing and pronunciation and harmony; creates songs.
４. understands changes in a song because knows the characteristics and structure of
the song.
Art
１. participates actively in activities for self-expression.
２. uses imagination and creates.
３. creates with own imagination, ideas and senses.
４. is interested in the characteristics and beauty of different works.
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Physical Education
１. exercises with enjoyment and has interest in a healthy lifestyle.
２. contributes ideas and understands the goals of activities.
３. has acquired the skills necessary to perform activities.
４. understands basic knowledge about the relationship between health and life.
On the right side of the report card the teacher evaluates school life:
School Life
１. is careful when using material, uses time effectively, has good manners and self-
discipline.
２. is careful about mind/body health, exercises and lives a healthy life.
３. has own goals and tries to achieve them with persistence.
４. is responsible for own behavior and way of speaking to others; performs tasks
with eagerness.
５. thinks by him/herself, performs tasks accordingly, analyzes problems and tries
to solve them.
６. understands other people’s standpoints and feelings; cooperates.
７. appreciates the wonder of life and nature; cherishes own life and that of others.
８. knows the importance of helping out with tasks and voluntarily does so.
９. respects other people’s standpoints and behaves in a just and fair manner.
１０. keeps promises and follows social rules not to be a nuisance to others.
Three times a year, after each semester, parents meet the teacher to talk about
their child’s school life. In my experience with the Japanese teachers, academic
performance is not discussed. Rather, my child’s behavior in the group − how he
gets along with his classmates, if he can take a leadership role, if he’s sensitive to
his classmates’ feelings, if he does his chores so that the group can function well −
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is the focus of the meeting. In other words, the teachers are telling me whether my
son is well-socialized. Lewis, in “Fostering social and intellectual development:
the roots of Japan’s educational success”（published in Teaching and Learning in
Japan, page９３）says that８percent of educational goals focused on academics.
The Montessori teacher said that in the Montessori classroom, the goal of
children taking charge of their own learning is assessed through portfolios once a
trimester. The child sets up his or her own portfolio to show parents and teacher.
The child explains why he chose a certain piece of work, what he would like the
adults to pay attention to as well as what he would do differently the next time（if
this applies）. The child then reflects on his attitude, his work habits and his
behavior. Social goals and academic performance are assessed by the teacher
through observation and in written comments on the report card.
The Montessori report card for Lower Elementary（from first grade to third
grade）is as follows:
Social and Emotional Development
１− Almost Always ２− Usually ３− Sometimes ４− Seldom ５− Almost Never
１. Listens attentively
２. Is courteous with adults
３. Actively participates
４. Demonstrates self-control
５. Works effectively with others
６. Expresses emotions appropriately
７. Is appropriately independent
８. Respects others’ point of view
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Comments on subject matters
Mathematics and Geometry
１− Almost Always ２− Usually ３− Sometimes ４− Seldom ５− Almost Never
MATHEMATICS AND GEOMETRY
１. Shows interest/curiosity/initiative
２. Concentrates well/ is focussed
３. Chooses appropriate work
４. Perseveres
５. Initiates work independently
６. Uses time well
MATHEMATICS AND GEOMETRY
１. Numeration and place value to１，０００
２. Squaring
３. Math facts: cubing, addition, measurement, substraction, linear, multiplication,
time, division, temperature.
Basic operations: addition, types of polygons, substraction, types of quadrilaterals,
multiplication, single-digit multiplier, parts of quadrilaterals, multiplication, multi-
digit multiplier, types of triangles, division, single-digit divisor, parts of triangles,
division, multi-digit divisor, parts of circle, multiples concept, lines position, factors
concept, lines relationships, fractions, types of angles, equivalence, perimeter,
operations, simple cases, equivalence, congruence, similarity, decimals concept,
concept of area, concept of volume.
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Language
１− Almost Always ２− Usually ３− Sometimes ４− Seldom ５− Almost Never
１. Shows interest/curiosity/initiative
２. Concentrates well/is focussed
３. Chooses appropriate work
４. Perseveres
５. Initiates work independently
６. Uses time well
VERBAL EXPRESSION
READING
１. Has appropriate word attack skills
２. Reads with appropriate fluency
３. Reads with appropriate comprehension
Writing
１. Handwriting: legibility, letter formation, is able to put ideas into written form,
writes in complete sentences, uses appropriate vocabulary, concept of a
paragraph.
２. Grammar: basic parts of speech; sentence analysis: simple sentences, modifiers,
capitalization, punctuation, end punctuation.
３. Spelling: phonetic spelling, vowel combinations, spelling rules.
４. Research skills: parts of a book, identifying relevant information, states
information in own words.
Cultural Subjects: History, Geography, Physical Sciences, and Biology
１− Almost Always ２− Usually ３− Sometimes ４− Seldom ５− Almost Never
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１. Shows interest/curiosity/initiative
２. Concentrates well/ is focussed
３. Chooses appropriate work
４. Perseveres
５. Initiates work independently
６. Uses time well
The following are notes written by the Montessori teacher on what the class
covered in one semester:
The Cultural area has been introduced to the children through the Great Stories.
These provide the children with the context for their knowledge. The Great Stories
include: The Creation of the Earth, The Story of Life, The Story of Human Beings,
The Story of our Alphabet and The Story of our Numerals.
More specifically, in the Cultural area this year we have explored the following
topics:
Our work in Biology has focused on the parts of the plant and their function.
In particular, we have looked at the function of the leaf, root, stem, flower and
fruit. The children have explored the five classes of vertebrates. We have
compared and contrasted the various body functions using the materials.
In Geography we have explored the planets of our solar system. Specifically,
we have looked at the relative proportion of the sun to the earth and the radiation of
the sun upon the earth. We have studied the layers of the earth and their
composition and we have looked at the three states of matter and the laws they
follow. We have explored the work of water using our river model and examined
the parts of a river, rivers of North America and the water cycle.
Our studies in History have centered on the development of life on earth.
Using the Timeline of Life we have looked at how life began in the oceans and its
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progression to the development of human beings. We have explored the concept of
time using the BC/AD Timeline. The children have also explored their fundamental
human needs and how human beings have met their needs throughout history.
As for the Japanese school, near the end of the school year, through a
powerpoint presentation for parents and teachers, the third graders gave a
presentation on the theme of water: they visited the town’s water purification system
and explained its workings. Fourth graders visited the dam and discussed water
conservation and pollution. Second graders talked about how they grew plants and
vegetables on the school grounds. First graders observed the habits of snails and
reported their findings. Fifth graders examined the importance of the forest as a
habitat for animals and sixth graders talked about aquatic insects found in the local
river. The students visited the sites they were researching, did further research on
the internet and at the school library, took notes, discussed in small groups, decided
tasks and who would present what part of the projects.
Conclusion
Foreigners living in Japan are often confronted with behavior and ideas different
from those of their own culture. Some are accepted easily on their own terms,
others go against the grain. Raising a half-Japanese child in his father’s country
raised numerous questions: Are the values in the Japanese elementary school
uniquely Japanese? How do they manifest themselves in my own culture?
For me the most surprising aspect of Japanese elementary school education is
that, as Lewis states in “Teaching and Learning in Japan”, “… social and emotional
development are central to education as defined by national goals”（page８４）and
“The very fact that values are made so explicit in Japanese elementary schools – is
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striking because it places ethical and social development squarely within the mission
of schooling”（page９４）.
As a parent I have experienced the nationally-prescribed goal of “getting along”
and “cooperating” at a PTA meeting when the school principal acted as conductor
and had all the teachers and parents sing in unison a Japanese folk song about one’s
native birthplace. The singing happened after the principal urged us “to build a
good, harmonious school community”. I could hardly imagine a Canadian school
principal encouraging parents and children to “get along”.
Furthermore, for a Canadian, the values of “zest for living”, “judgement of
good and evil”, “norm consciousness” and “hearthy mind” promoted by the Japanese
Ministry of Education belong to the individual and not to the government. Group
harmony, a very present value in the Japanese elementary classroom, although an
admirable one, also carries a heavy outside and inside pressure to conform, as I
have observed in my experiences living in Japan.
Reading, class observation, observation of a schoolchild, discussions with a
Japanese teacher and a Canadian teacher, and comparison of sociocultural values
help understand that although the Japanese and Montessori elementary schools may
view and apply sociocultural values differently, they share some of them: the
importance of the teacher-student relationship, the mentoring system, love of order,
perseverence, group work, self-discipline, independent thinking. Furthermore, both
systems value experiential, discovery learning. It seems however that Japanese
students are always accountable to the group. The Montessori pupils seem to have an
individual freedom of choice that reflects a level of maturity（porfolio, choice of
work）. It is therefore useful to look behind the image that an education system
projects to better understand different aspects of it and the experience of the child.
I observe my elementary school child as being happy among his peers and
feeling part of the group. I see him “being Japanese” and trust his “expertise in
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being Japanese”, the part of his identity fostered by his Japanese father. However,
the group harmony and cohesiveness encouraged in school is of course reflected in
society at large in such concepts as “killing the self” and “self-sacrifice for the sake
of the group”, values which are disquieting to me.
As Rholen explains in “Building Character”（in Teaching and Learning in
Japan）, “Spiritual education also aims to help the individual achieve contentment
through the development of an ordered and stable psyche free from confusion and
frustration. This is to be attained through the gradual conquest of waga or ga
（one’s primitive self, or id in Ferudian terms）. The phrase expressing this process,
waga o korosu（literally “kill the self ”）, is a common expression related to this
approach. While students in elementary and middle schools are too young for this
emphasis, it begins to creep into education as high school and university entrance
exam preparation looms”（page７３）.
In “Straitjacket Society”, Miyamoto explains the following: “To expand
Japan Inc., the bureaucracy introduced the philosophy of messhi hoko or self-
sacrifice for the sake of the group. This philosophy requires the subordination of
individual lives to the good of the whole. Since all Japanese invariably belong to
some sort of group, through this philosophy they end up sacrificing their personal
lives, voluntarily or otherwise.
It is difficult to say no to messhi hoko and look for another job, since
most Japanese companies are based on this philosophy. A person who rejects the
concept of self−sacrifice can expect total isolation from the group. The fear of
ostracism evokes strong anxiety in most Japanese, therefore the threat of removal
from the group exerts a strong controlling influence on individual behavior”（pages
２０－２１）.
As my child will spend his middle and high school years in the Japanese
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educational system, further investigation into the values carried in the later part
of schooling would shed light on his experiences of learning and socialization
as a Japanese. As Rholen explains in “Introduction: Japanese theories of
learning”（Teaching and Learning in Japan）, “As we know from work in high
schools（Rholen,１９８３; Okano,１９９３）, secondary−level teaching employs a
pedagogy almost entirely dependent on teacher−centered lectures to large
classes of students engaged in note taking for the purpose of passing exams.
The use of small groups for instructional purposes is extremely rare, and
student presentations are limited. Classroom proceedings center on the teacher,
who elaborates at length on a fixed lesson. Indeed, comparing elementary
and high school instruction, one wonders if they are part of the same system”
page７）.
Further questions for discussion
What are the sociocultural values found in Japanese junior high schools?
What are the sociocultural values found in Japanese high schools?
What are the sociocultural values found in Japanese universities?
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